
  GREGERS#1

00:02 White splashy 
noise

00:19 High pitch 
white noise

00:37 Low hum buzz

00:53 Low boulder 
with Doppler

01:20 Short thunder 
bang

01:53 Metallic 
droplet

02:22 Crackling 
random repetition

02:50 High pitch 
whistling short

03:22 Fade in hum 
with noise. To fade 
out with low to 
high/high to low amp

04:14 Quiet bang 
low repeating

05:10 Distant 
bouldering 1 tone

05:41 Drilling noisy 1
tone metallic, loud 
covering white noise

07:21 Short ripping 
sound

07:35 Gibberish low 
difused, louder and 
louder bass

08:57 wavy white 
noise short

09:41 Bouldering 
pitch up

09:57 Rusty short 
sound

KAROLINE #1

 00.00 whistling 
subtle uneven 
consistent

01.20 dynamic 
scraping on surface. 
fast with an accent in
the end, then break 
for a while. Loop.

02.49 Low deep 
'brumming' sound, 
short

02.52 quick high 
pitch

03.30 Roaring rising,
then falling in pitch 
and volume

04.08 low muted 
knock

04.30 High pitch soft
short dynamic, one 
sec

05.12 Dry whistling 
surface on surface

05.44 Constant raw 
mechanical, drones 
on top of each other,
circular

07.36 dynamic 
tones, abrupt and 
fowing, distant

09.15 click

 MARIA#1

00:38 Dripping and 
and almost windy 
and strait down.

01:33 a quick, quite 
hit on a wooden 
surface underneath

02:12 Snaill tickling 
random drops on 
plastick

02:52 A deep fying 
sound above the 
roof is fying

03:39Brulumrmmbrulum, 
short above

04:07 Constantly

04:27 the pen is 
speaking in ink

05:48 A circle

08:18 Pushing down 
on metal shaped as a
fat wall vertical 
downwerds.

A very 
high tonevis riding 
down on the wall, it 
travels up and down. 

Constant 
instant present 
sound that stivks to 
on place and is also 
moving 
down.Kjjkjjshkjj

09:38 distant 
human, muai, maui, 
maui. Bæææææ

10:00 piiiiiiiiiiip
 

MARIE#1

00: 01 knock Bum. 
Down. Falling.

00:02 tschtsch

00:32 ting ting drop

00:47 shshshee la 
touching

01:03 shesheshe 
stady

00:30 prep open

00:45 
wrwrwrwr-------- end

02: 33 peee

02:50 miep miep 
arround circle

03: 23 wrrrrrwrrr 
coming coming 

03:37 going going

03:57 tickling

04: 29 hallow start 

04:31 cut of

04:50 pam

04:58 
mammamaamaama

06: 00 bawawawa 
classics

07: 16 knick in one 
case

09:04 buuuut 
constant

LINN#1

00:11 Television 
snow

00:24 Blowing 
through fat pipe Wet

01:04 Drone noise

01:15 Tapping 
through thick 
surface

01:55 Clinking

02:16 Scraping sound

02:56 High whistle

03:10 Thunder

03:55 Leaves falling 
out many

04:22 Growling

04:40 A creaky 

05:04 2 steps of fip 
fops

06:10 elevator lifting
up

06:50 very vague 
siren

07:41 waves created 
from a boat

09:10 wind rushing 
through threes

TOLGA#1

00:10 High hiss

00:30 widened net 

00:53 a wood cutter

01:00 a paper crawl

01:41 crumbles 
(weak)

02:05 tone fall

02:39 touching feet

03:00 long mineral 
hit 

03:30 baggy long 
breath

04:13 far distance 
mute

05:10 detaching 
large surfaces

05:45 long 
demanding loss

06:49 hiding 
movements under 
long demanding loss

07:37 restless 
miniatures

08:09 drowned by 
hiss but only the 
head not the waves

08:51 fading in 
between demanding 
cascades

09:51 breaks of 
touch



#2Ferry (Gregers)

00:03 Clacking up 
and down with hum

00:27 Spikes rolling 
on gravel that is soft

00:52 Ripping 
valcrow

01:10 Tamagotchi 
fart

01:26 Rolling mouse 
metallic

01:55 Tiny tiny cash 
register

02:13 Pushing big 
hard button

02:32 A train 
running in loop

02:58 Metal fence 
blowing in wind

03:15 cassette 
falling on foor

03:33 Megatron 
pouring champagne

04:14 Rocket blast 
with rain inside

04:37 Magazine 
turns over 
repeatedly

05:05 Drill with 
metal drillhead on 
glass

05:44 Bomb timer 
armed

06:21 Rabbit eating 
a carpet randomly

07:08 Waveing wet 
clothes in wind

07:45 Tummy is 
hungry from down in
the abyss

08:23 Wire pulled in 
by fuzzy sound

09:00 Clogg clogg 
and “silence”

09:29 Wispering 
hushes

09:40 Earthquake in 
a jar with bolts

09:50 Cutting 
spinner

#2Ferry (Karoline)

00.01 Low rough 
monstermouth, 
constant up / down

01.26 short squeak

01.55 short squeak 
twice

02.45 silent clap 
repeated in same 
interval, more snaps 
added in between

03.16 dry sliding

03.30 dry surface 
across surface quick

04.00 loud 
'brumming'

04.35 rumbling 
running, sliding in 
pitch, then constant 
pitch

05.48 waving wind 
back and forth

05.05 crunchy 
scraping 2 times

05.35 crunchy 
scraping 4 times

05.40 "Blip blip"

07.27 Dynamic silent
high frequency, 
surface across 
surface

07.30 "krlkrlkrlkrlkrl
"

08.42 Deep roar (can
be felt in the teeth)

09.08 Fast abrupt 
slides - Coughing 
metal

09.15 High pitch 
rolling

#2ferry (Maria)

01:27 charging, 
deep, constant, 
jumping into itself, 
reapeting waves.

01:54 squiking and 
smal crushes

02:26 stroking , 
between fngertips

02:59 cutting the 
acustick with 
tecnology

03:20 Hars sound

04:11 disapering, 
transforming into 
faster waves, lower 
and softer.

05:19 Deep sound 
changes into another
scale, traveling 
sideways,
 
05:54 reversed 
aterfall

06:08 Interferance 
and interuption

07:22 stones are 
rolling on metal 
under water

08:13 big black flled
circle  from behind , 
appearing in rythm. 

09:24 A sekund of a 
thin ligth wave 
cutting thrrough the 
boat.

09:41 Tikk Tikk Tikk 
tikk Tikk Tikk 

10:00 gurgeling 
metal

#2ferry (Marie)

00: 02  crystal rolling 
clear
00:05 pfzfpzfpf 
cratching

00:07 knock hole

00:40 thikythikythiky

15:58: 20 antschwup 
jump up and away

15:59: 09  dete 
delete
33 drowning
46 bebeaten

16:00: 00 schmmm 
wrong

16:01: 20  fackfack 
waving back

50 
mhmhmhmhhmhmm
hhmhmhm think 
think think

16:03: 03 dete delete
39 crowling 
50 dete delete

16:04: 14 wrrrr hiss 
hiss

16:05: 21 somethings
really fallen down 

40 draws up

16:06: 04 relief
43 

burbururburbubrbur
br mhhhhmmmmm

16:07: 07 faster 
faster faster answer

#2ferry (Linn)

01:34 Looped horse 
neighing

02:05 Sand papers 
rubbing against each 
other

02:45 Sticky paper 
taken of a foor

02:53 A stick getting 
out of being stucked

03:11 Little mouse 
squeaking

03:42 Dry wooden 
stick breaking

04:26 Light fabric in 
threads in front of an
air conditioner  

04:40 A slap in the 
face

04:48 Thick mud 
through a pipe

06:10 An airplane 
crossing over a bare 
feld

07:34 Wooden bricks
rubbing against each 
other in a small 
container

08:45 Brushing of 
your tuxedo with 
both hand

09:42 Brushing of 
your tuxedo with 
both hands

09:58 A huge clock 
where the arms are 
stuck in each other

10:00 Chainsaw in 
front of a cow
Plastic bricks in a 
blender

#2ferry (Tolga)

00:07 grumbling 
constantly

00:26 sliding slowly 
from the ground

00:54 riping of the 
tile

01:20 crying hum

02:37 debris of 
pebbles shaking

3:12 tone fall
3:25 tone up

3:30 gradually rising 
and passing hiss

4:00 short tint

4:17 boiling surface

5:15 trembling 
pieces of geometric 
shapes

6:02 three steps to 
reverse blossom

6:53 ummm hmmm

7:05 deep teeth 
shuttering

8:22 fresh stroke 
focks moving slowly

9:08 resting  & 
breathing out

9:36 roar with 
temper
 




